The time is urgent White Patriots! There is no other choice, the time is now, we either break free or we submit totally to what the Zionist New World Order has in store for us. However, submission to tyranny is not an option that any true patriot can accept. The time to resist is NOW!! Tomorrow may be too late.

Let us get one thing straight. Zionism is more than just a plan to establish "a homeland for the Jews". It goes far beyond that. It is a plan for world domination and the conquest of all the world's resources, including oil.

If we would transform our ideal picture of the [Aryan] People’s State into a reality we shall have to keep independent of the forces that now control public life and seek for new forces that will be ready and capable of taking up the fight for such an ideal. For a fight it will have to be, since the first objective will not be to build up the idea of the People’s State but rather to wipe out the Jewish [controlled] State which is now in existence.

-- Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Vol. 2, Ch. 5 (Murphey translation)
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Global Zionism

To many, Zionism is the program to establish a national homeland for the Jewish people. According to Wikipedia:

Zionism is a political movement and ideology that supports a homeland for the Jewish People in the Land of Israel, where the Jewish nation originated over 3200 years ago and where Jewish kingdoms and self-governing states existed up to the 2nd century. While Zionism is based in part upon religious tradition linking the Jewish people to the Land of Israel, the modern movement was originally secular, beginning largely as a response to rampant antisemitism in Europe and many parts of the Muslim world during the 19th Century. After a number of advances and setbacks, and after the Holocaust had destroyed Jewish society in Europe, the Zionist movement culminated in the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948. [Link]

But, we must ask, is it more? Is Zionism merely a desire among the Jewish people to live like other nations in their own homeland within secure borders OR is it something else?

One World Government

[O]ur kingdom [the one-world state dominated by Jews] will be distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM [non-Jews] who oppose us by deed or word. (Protocols of Zion, 5:1)

Our [the Jews’] international rights will then wipe out national rights, in the proper sense of right, and will rule the nations precisely as the civil law of States rules the relations of their subjects among themselves. (Protocols of Zion, 2:1)

In January 1962, David Ben-Gurion, the first Prime Minister of Israel gave an interview to Look magazine in which he stated:

All continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be an international police force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no more wars. In Jerusalem, the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a shrine of the Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be the scene of the Supreme Court of Mankind, to settle all controversies among the federated continents [emphasis added], as prophesied by Isaiah. (Look magazine, Jan. 1962)

A similar view was expressed in the Temple Mount Faithful organization newsletter (undated):
The real "United Nations Organization" will be the Kingdom of G-d which will soon be established in Jerusalem, based on the holy laws of G-d. The Temple will again be the heart, soul and focus of Israel and the nations. Mashiach ben David will come and will be the king of Israel and the world. He will come to Jerusalem and rule from there and establish the Kingdom of G-d over all the world. Jerusalem instead of New York will be the center of the this godly "United Nations Organization" and a new era of justice, spiritual holiness, a real law based on the word of G-d in the Torah and a real peace will open and will be established in Jerusalem exactly as Isaiah prophesied: "The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem. And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established on the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow to it. And many people shall go and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths; for from Zion shall go forth Torah, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the nations, and shall decide for many people; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, nor shall they learn war any more. O house of Jacob, come, and let us walk in the light of the Lord." (Isaiah 2:1-5) Link

Who or what the Jews are referring to when they write 'G-d' is open to conjecture. Nevertheless, those Christians who think the Jews are referring to God, the Creator of the Universe, when they write ‘G-d’ should bear in mind what Jesus said when addressing the Jews:

You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father's desire. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies. (John 8:44)

In his book On the Jews and Their Lies, Martin Luther stated:

Therefore be on your guard against the Jews, knowing that wherever they have their synagogues, nothing is found but a den of devils in which sheer self-glory, conceit, lies, blasphemy, and defaming of God and men are practiced most maliciously...

Link | Commentary

On the wall facing the United Nations building in New York is the famous Isaiah prophecy of the biblically projected Millennium (Isaiah 2:1-5): "And he shall judge among the nations, and shall decide for many people; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, nor shall they learn war any more." A bronze sculpture created by Soviet artist Evgeny Vuchetich and presented to the United Nations in December 1959 by the Government of the USSR, shows the beating of the swords into plowshares. (following page)
Who is being referred to as 'he' in the statement 'he shall judge among the nations'? Well meaning Christians would interpret that as referring to Jesus Christ after his 'Second Coming'. Jews, on the other hand, understand the 'he' to refer to their future world tyrant. As it said in the above quote from the Temple Mount Faithful newsletter, 'he' is “Mashiach ben David [who] will come and will be the king of Israel and the world”. We will have more to say about the Jewish World Tyrant later.
Judeo-Liberalism

From the 1930s until recently Western countries have seen the gradual development of Judeo-Liberalism. The first noticeable manifestation of this political current was during the Roosevelt administration, though some might argue that it goes back as far as Woodrow Wilson. It was he, after all, who handed over the American banking system to a group of monopolistic Jews in the form of the Federal Reserve. However, no president before Roosevelt had such an embodiment of Jewish power in his administration in terms of both numbers and real power. Roosevelt was himself descended from Dutch Jews and his wife Eleanor was as close to being a card carrying communist without actually having the card. She was also one of the driving forces behind the establishment of the United Nations Organization.

Further developments came during the 1960s. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 furthered the aims of the American Communist Party whose stated goal since around 1903 was to overturn the American social system through the advancement of the Negro and the eventual blending of the White with the Negro to produce an easily manipulated mulatto population. The American Communist Party called this the "subtle victory". A closely related group, The Frankfurt School, left Germany when it became apparent that Jews had worn out their welcome there. The arrival of the Frankfurt School on American shores after Adolf Hitler's rise to power in Germany was like allowing a destructive virus into the body politic. The phenomenon we now know as Political Correctness was their invention. University after University was subverted with their poison and eventually society at large as the newly minted boobs (to borrow one of R.P. Oliver's expressions) obtained their diplomas and emerged.

Jews have historically favored a liberal social agenda because it produced a society more comfortable to them. Multiculturalism is a good example. When you are an historically despised minority it is better to surround yourself with other minorities, even (especially) if they are all squabbling amongst themselves. As David Duke said, "In a divided land the most cohesive group will rule". The Jews are nothing if not cohesive. Though egotistic materialists and parasitic by nature, they are able to unite and exert a collective force whenever and wherever their interests are deemed to be affected. They have historically advanced their own interests by promoting universal causes which just happen to benefit them as a mere by-product. The watchwords of the French revolution provide a good example: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. The Jewish advancement of liberal causes has left them in control of a political class in most Western "democracies" and transcending nearly all political parties. So successful have they been that they even have been able to frame the parameters of most political debate, in some countries by force of law.

With the collapse of the Soviet bloc a bit of the luster wore off the Communist ideal of a workers' paradise. The Marxist workers' paradise was a mirage at best and a highly destructive delusion at worst. A letter to Karl Marx from the rabbi Baruch Levy was printed in a Jewish paper in Paris stating that Communism was, after all, merely a way to transfer all the wealth of the world into Jewish hands and so fulfill the Talmud.
The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah [until the arrival of The Jewish World Tyrant – ed.]. It will attain world dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers, the annihilation of monarchy, and by the establishment of a world republic in which the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world order the Children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering opposition. The Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which is said that when the Messianic time is come the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their hands. (Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx, La Revue de Paris, p. 54, June 1, 1928)(emphasis added)

Rabbi Reichhorn delivered a speech in Prague in 1869 over the tomb of the Grand Rabbi Simeon Ben-Ihuda where he stated:

For centuries the Sons of Israel have been despised and persecuted, but they have fought bravely to prepare the way for victory. Now they are approaching their aim. They already dominate the economic life of the damned Christians; their influence is just as great in politics and in moral fields. At the wished for hour, fixed in advance, we shall let loose the Revolution, which by ruining all classes of Christians will definitely enslave Christendom to us. Thus will be accomplished the promise of God made to his people. (Libre Parole, November 1933, and La Vielle France, March 10, 1921)

Winston Churchill wrote an article in The Sunday Herald where he discussed the conflict within Jewish circles between Bolshevism and Zionism. He stated:

And it may well be that this same astounding race may at the present time be in the actual process of producing another system of morals and philosophy, as malevolent as Christianity was benevolent, which, if not arrested would shatter irretrievably all that Christianity has rendered possible. It would almost seem as if the gospel of Christ and the gospel of Antichrist were destined to originate among the same people; and that this mystic and mysterious race had been chosen for the supreme manifestations, both of the divine and the diabolical...

This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States), this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilisation and for the reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a definitely recognisable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become practically the
undisputed masters of that enormous empire...

There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and an the actual bringing about of the Russian Revolution by these international and for the most part atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception of Lenin, the majority of the leading figures are Jews. Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders.

Churchill goes on to recommend to the Jews of the world to follow the course of Zionism rather than Bolshevism:

Zionism has already become a factor in the political convulsions of Russia, as a powerful competing influence in Bolshevik circles with the international communistic system. Nothing could be more significant than the fury with which Trotsky has attacked the Zionists generally, and Dr. Weissmann in particular. The cruel penetration of his mind leaves him in no doubt that his schemes of a **world-wide communistic State under Jewish domination** are directly thwarted and hindered by this new ideal, which directs the energies and the hopes of Jews in every land towards a simpler, a truer, and a far more attainable goal. The struggle which is now beginning between the Zionist and Bolshevik Jews is little less than a struggle for the soul of the Jewish people. (Illustrated Sunday Herald, February 8, 1920, page 5)

Churchill perhaps did not realize that ideologies to Jews are like the many ams of Vishnu. They all emanate from the same place with the same goal, the desire for a **New World Order based on Jewish domination – a one-world state under Jew control**! Apparent conflicts among Jews are more about tactics than disputes about ultimate goals. Scratch a Jew communist and you reveal a Zionist. Scratch a Zionist and you reveal a communist.
The Transition to Judeo-Fascism

In any State in which there is a bad organization of authority, an impersonality of laws and of the rulers who have lost their personality amid the flood of rights ever multiplying out of liberalism, I find a new right - to attack by the right of the strong, and to scatter to the winds all existing forces of order and regulation, to reconstruct all institutions and to become the sovereign lord of those who have left to us the rights of their power by laying them down voluntarily in their liberalism. (*Protocols of Zion* 1:14)

Leo Strauss was the godfather of the American neo-conservative movement. He was a Jew and described himself as a former Trotskyite ... (recall the many arms of Vishnu). Many of the 'shining lights' of the neo-conservative movement have been his students and actively pursue his political vision. Among them are Bush luminaries such as Paul Wolfowitz, Alan Keyes, William Bennett, William Kristol, Allan Bloom, and John Podhoretz among others. His political philosophy views the world in terms of rulers (Jews and their helpers) and the ruled (non-Jews) and it does not give any emphasis to "government by consent of the governed" contained in the American constitution. It can readily be referred to as Judeo-Fascism. It is no wonder that G.W. Bush can refer to the constitution as a "scrap of paper". The Straussian political philosophy grants favorable status to deception by government in its administration of the governed.

It is characteristic of the neo-conservatives that they pursue Zionist interests as though they were the same as American interests. Weapons of Mass Destruction was the reason given to a gullible public to support a war (against Iraq in March, 2003) whose real reason was to enhance the security of the state of Israel (Zionism: another arm of Vishnu) and, as a side benefit, to steal the Iraqis' oil and turn it over to Israel via a pipeline from Mosel to Haifa. A third reason might have been related to Saddam Hussein's threat to begin selling oil for euros. The real crisis was not Iraqi
Weapons of Mass Destruction but neo-con Weapons of Mass Deception.

**Greater Israel**

In his Complete Diaries, Vol. II. p. 711, Theodore Herzl, the founder of Zionism, says that the area of the Jewish State stretches: “From the Brook of Egypt to the Euphrates.”

Rabbi Fischmann, member of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, declared in his testimony to the U.N. Special Committee of Enquiry on 9 July 1947: “The Promised Land extends from the River of Egypt up to the Euphrates, it includes parts of Syria and Lebanon.”

The ‘Blood for Oil’ Pipeline
Prior to the 1948 creation of The Zionist Entity in Palestine ("Israel") by the United Nations and World Jewry, an oil pipeline was built by the Iraqi Petroleum Company in 1931 from Mosul in Iraq to Haifa in Palestine. Its route is entirely within the territories of present day Iraq, Jordan, and Israel except with a short section going through Syria. It was a mere eight inches in diameter, small by today’s standards, and fell into disuse as a result of the ongoing instability in the region due to the presence of The Zionist Entity. However, the route still exists and could be used to build a much larger pipeline. The original pipeline is still used for water in Jordan and for jet fuel in Israel.

The following story appeared in the Turkish paper Zaman on Sept. 2, 2003.

**Mosul-Haifa Oil Pipeline Will Turn Region Upside Down**

The reconstruction of the Musul (Mosul)- Hayfa (Haifa) oil pipeline, starting from Iraq, passing through Jordan and stretching to Israel came up on the agenda with the U.S. occupation of Iraq. According to the Israeli Haaretz daily report, which appeared in [Turkish] newspapers yesterday [Sept. 1,2003], “The U.S. Defense Department (Pentagon) has suggested Haifa as an alternative to Yumurtalik in the exportation of oil from the Kerkuk (Kirkuk) terminal.” Link | [Haaretz article (Aug. 25, 2003)]

The following map shows the location of Iraqi oilfields as well as refining and transport infrastructure. It does not show the old Mosul-Haifa pipeline because it is not currently in use.
This map shows the location of permanent US military bases along the route of the ‘Blood for Oil’ pipeline. They are labeled H1, H2, H3, H6, H4, and H5. The bases H1, H2, and H3 are American bases in Iraq while H4 and H5 are in Jordan. ‘H’ presumably stands for Haifa.

The war against Iraq, launched in March, 2003, was carried out under the guise of pre-empting a threat from weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) supposedly being developed by Saddam Hussein, then dictator of Iraq. Some commentators, on the left, said it was only to get control of Iraq’s vast oil wealth. Other commentators, on the right, said the war was about getting rid of a security threat to Israel. The left called it a War for Oil and the right called it a War for Israel. It turns out they were both correct!

The War against Iraq was to eliminate Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party as a threat to the Zionist Dream of Greater Israel AND to put one of the world’s largest oil fields, perhaps THE largest, firmly under the control of Israel and Zionist interests worldwide!

The Zionist plan to gain control of the Kirkuk oilfield involves a three prong strategy:

- Gaining effective control of the Kurdish region and turning it into a satellite of Israel
- Separate the Kurdish north from the rest of Iraq
- Provide a means of transport for exporting the oil which avoids southern Iraq and the Persian Gulf (the ‘Blood for Oil’ pipeline)

**Zionist control of the Kurdish region**
The light brown region in the map on the previous page shows part of the Kurdish inhabited region. Kurds live in Iraq, Iran, Syria, and Turkey. They have been striving for an independent homeland which has led them into conflict with both Turkey and the former Iraq government under Saddam Hussein.

Notice that the Kurdish region of Iraq approximately coincides with the Kirkuk oil Field in Northern Iraq.

The Kurds have a heavy Jewish population (Link | Link) and their leader is a Jew (Link).

The Jewish Telegraph Agency reported on April 11, 2003:

To the world’s surprise, it turns out that one of the Kurds’ top leaders is actually Jewish and that, as a result, the nascent Kurdish country will forge a close alliance with Israel, giving the Jewish state another toehold in the Middle East and access to the oil riches of the Iraqi north [emphasis added]. Link

Massoud Barzani, Jewish billionaire and leader of the Kurds

Reuters reported on Feb. 21, 1999 that Israel had supplied military support to the Kurds:
According to Eliezer Tsafrir (former senior Mossad official), Israel had military advisers in 1963-1975 at the headquarters of Mustafa Barzani [father of Massoud Barzani], trained and supplied the Kurdish units with fire arms, field and anti-aircraft artillery. Link

Seymour Hersh reported in The New Yorker, 21 June 2004:

Israel intelligence and military operatives are now quietly at work in Kurdistan, providing training for Kurdish commando units and, most important in Israel’s view, running covert operations inside Kurdish areas of Iran and Syria. Israel feels particularly threatened by Iran, whose position in the region has been strengthened by the war. The Israeli operatives include members of the Mossad, Israel’s clandestine foreign-intelligence service, who work undercover in Kurdistan as businessmen and, in some cases, do not carry Israeli passports. Link

And, according to French military intelligence:

At the beginning of 2004, about 1,200 agents from Mossad or from Israeli military intelligence were operating in Kurdistan. Their mission: to get Kurdish commando groups on their feet that would be strong enough to counter the Shiite militias in southern Iraq, the latter more or less manipulated by Tehran… Link

Separating the Kurdish north from the rest of Iraq

The Egyptian online weekly Al-Ahram stated quite clearly that the Kurds are striving for independence and complete control of the Kirkuk oil region:

Iraqi politicians who are in the process of framing the future of their country find it convenient to stick their heads in the sand whenever the Kurdish crisis comes up. It is about time the truth is spelled out: the Kurds are not interested in being part of Iraq. Every move they have made so far is geared towards independence. Between now and a bold declaration of the state of Kurdistan there is precious time to create facts on the ground maximising the chances for a viable state. The crown jewel of this endeavour will be the annexation of Kirkuk. Failure to deal with this murky situation from the outset will surely be to the detriment of a unified Iraq.

The Kurdish approach to the problem of the oil-rich northern Iraqi city of Kirkuk has been carefully plotted. The Kurds spare no effort to change the demographics of the city. This process involves the re-settlement of Kurds by the tens of thousands and, at the same time, driving out the Arab population at gunpoint. Kurdish officials bluntly declare that they do not want Arabs in their territories. This plot will guarantee the annexation of Kirkuk under the federal arrangement that will give any city the option to join any province it chooses by a majority vote. The 30 January elections provided a clear example of this kind of fraud that went on with impunity. (10 - 16 March 2005 Issue No. 733) Link

The Washington Post, an organ of Zionist propaganda, reported on August 1, 2005 that for many
Kurds in [the] Iraqi North, autonomy is just a means to an end and that they have a ‘high expectation’ of independence:

The demands from Kurdistan for independence and for immediate action on broader territorial claims are shaping much of the debate in Baghdad as Shiite Arabs, Sunni Arabs, Kurds, who mostly practice the Sunni version of Islam, and other groups draft the country’s post-Saddam Hussein constitution.

Kurds have led the drive for a federal system for Iraq — one that would leave Kurdistan within Iraq’s borders, but preserve much of the de facto autonomy Kurds gained under U.S. protection after the 1991 Persian Gulf War. Sunni Arabs say the federal system could lead to the breakup of Iraq. Link

Members of the Kurdish militia, or pesh merga, train in Irbil in northern Iraq, a region that has enjoyed de facto autonomy under U.S. protection since the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
Universal Wars (World Wars)

The despotism of Capital, which is entirely in our [the Jews'] hands, reaches out to it a straw that the State, willy-nilly, must take hold of: if not - it goes to the bottom.

(Protocols of Zion 1:8)

We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with the neighbors of that country which dares to oppose us [The Jews]: but if these neighbors should also venture to stand collectively together against us [The Jews], then we must offer resistance by a universal war [World War]. (emphasis added)

(Protocols of Zion 7:3)

There are many who believe that WWII began on September 1, 1939, the day hostilities broke out between Germany and Poland, or that it began on September 3, 1939, the day Britain and France declared war on Germany. However, the real date for its beginning was March 24, 1933. It is true that no shots were fired that day and no bombs were dropped. However, World Jewry declared war on Germany on that day and from that moment onward worked tirelessly to bring about the death and mayhem that we now know as World War II. Why did World Jewry declare war on Germany? The simple and also truthful answer is because Adolf Hitler was taking a stand against the evil twins of World Jewry: Despotic Capitalism and International Communism.

In a speech at the Zeughaus in Berlin on Mar. 16, 1941, Adolf Hitler stated:

The fact that the American General Wood, before the investigation committee of the American Senate, testified that as early as 1936 Churchill told him Germany was getting too strong again and must be destroyed in a new war established firmly in history the real responsibility for present developments.

Hitler stated that Germany could not rebuild its economy on the basis of a currency backed by
gold because it did not have any. Germany was forced into making the remarkable discovery that a nation's currency could be based on the productive capability of its workers. In National-Socialist Germany, money was regarded as a receipt for goods produced or services rendered. Such receipts could be passed along and used as currency. In fact they WERE currency and enabled the economic restoration of Germany from the economic chaos of the post-war years and the Great Depression.

We were not foolish enough to try to make a currency coverage of gold of which we had none, but for every mark that was issued we required the equivalent of a mark's worth of work done or goods produced. . . .we laugh at the time our national financiers held the view that the value of a currency is regulated by the gold and securities lying in the vaults of a state bank. -Adolf Hitler, 1937 (CC Veith, Citadels of Chaos, Meador, 1949.)

And it proved sound. It worked. In less than ten years Germany became easily the most powerful state in Europe. It worked so magically and magnificently that it sounded the death knell of the entire (Zionist) Jewish money system. World Jewry knew that they had to destroy Hitler's system, by whatever means might prove necessary, or their own would necessarily die. And if it died, with it must die their dream and their hope of making themselves masters of the world. The primary issue over which World War II was fought was to determine which money system was to survive. At bottom it was not a war between Germany and the so-called allies. Primarily it was war to the death between Germany and the International Money Power. --William Gayley Simpson, Which Way Western Man (p.642)

Whenever you hear words like “Saddam is the new Hitler” or “the president of Iran is the new Hitler” you can know with 99% certainty that whoever speaks those words is an agent of Zion and is promoting a Universal War against the latest individual or country to take a stand against the Jew.
Zionist Control of the Media

THE PRESS, WHICH, WITH A FEW EXCEPTIONS THAT MAY BE DISREGARDED, IS ALREADY ENTIRELY IN OUR [the Jews’] HANDS. (Protocols of Zion 7:5)

NOT A SINGLE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL REACH THE PUBLIC WITHOUT OUR [the Jews’] CONTROL. Even now this is already being attained by us inasmuch as all news items are received by a few agencies, in whose offices they are focused from all parts of the world. These agencies will then be already entirely ours and will give publicity only to what we [the Jews] dictate to them. (Protocols of Zion 12:4)

If already now we [Jews] have contrived to possess ourselves of the minds of the GOY [non-Jew] communities to such an extent the they all come near looking upon the events of the world through the colored glasses of those spectacles we are setting astride their noses...
(Protocols of Zion 12:5)

Jews own or control most of the news and entertainment media in the world! That includes newspapers, TV networks, film studies and distribution, cable systems, publishing houses, news wire companies, music studios and distribution, Internet companies, and telecommunication companies. Such control gives Jews the capacity to influence public opinion on almost any issue. Government broadcasting companies such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) have Jews throughout their respective organizations from Jews at the top down to the production level.

THERE IS NO GREATER POWER in the world today than that wielded by the manipulators of public opinion in America. No king or pope of old, no conquering general or high priest ever disposed of a power even remotely approaching that of the few dozen men who control America's mass media of news and entertainment.

Their power is not distant and impersonal; it reaches into every home in America, and it works its will during nearly every waking hour. It is the power that shapes and molds the mind of virtually every citizen, young or old, rich or poor, simple or sophisticated.

The mass media form for us our image of the world and then tell us what to think about that image. Essentially everything we know—or think we know—about events outside our own neighborhood or circle of acquaintances comes to us via our daily newspaper, our weekly news magazine, our radio, or our television. (Who Rules America?)
The GOYIM [non-Jews] are a flock of sheep, and we [Jews] are their wolves. And you know what happens when the wolves get hold of the flock? ....There is another reason also why they will close their eyes: for we shall keep promising them to give back all the liberties we have taken away as soon as we have quelled the enemies of peace and tamed all parties ....It is not worth to say anything about how long a time they will be kept waiting for this return of their liberties ....For what purpose then have we invented this whole policy and insinuated it into the minds of the GOY without giving them any chance to examine its underlying meaning? For what, indeed, if not in order to obtain in a roundabout way what is for our scattered tribe unattainable by the direct road? It is this which has served as the basis for our organization of SECRET MASONRY WHICH IS NOT KNOWN TO, AND AIMS WHICH ARE NOT EVEN SO MUCH AS SUSPECTED BY, THESE "GOY" CATTLE, ATTRACTED BY US INTO THE "SHOW" ARMY OF MASONIC LODGES IN ORDER TO THROW DUST IN THE EYES OF THEIR FELLOWS.(Protocols of Zion, 11:4-9)

GENTILE masonry blindly serves as a screen for us and our objects, but the plan of action of our force, even its very abiding-place, remains for the whole people an unknown mystery. (Protocols of Zion, 4:2)

The origin of Freemasonry is quite controversial. In the Middle Ages in Europe, stone masons were organized in guilds and had the rights to travel from region to region because their skills were in such demand. They eventually established lodges where they would stay until their work in that area was finished and then move on. Such lodges became centers of social activity - mens' clubs, so to speak. Masons who actually worked in stone later came to be known as operative masons. Men who were not operative masons envied their social clubs and wanted to join. Thus
began the formation of lodges consisting of speculative masons, or Freemasons, lodge members who were not actually part of the profession of stone cutting and setting.

According to Wikipedia:

Freemasonry is a fraternal organization that arose from obscure origins (theorized to be anywhere from the time of the building of King Solomon's Temple to the mid-1600s). Freemasonry now exists in various forms all over the world, and has millions of members. The various forms all share moral and metaphysical ideals, which include, in most cases, a constitutional declaration of belief in a Supreme Being....

Freemasonry uses the metaphors of operative stonemasons' tools and implements, against the allegorical backdrop of the building of King Solomon's Temple, to convey what is most generally defined as "a system of morality veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols." Link

Freemasons were very influential in early America. Among the signers of the Declaration of Independence were nine confirmed Masons and a number of others whose membership is conjectural.

The confirmed masons were:
William Ellery, RI
Benjamin Franklin, PA
John Hancock, MA
Joseph Hewes, NC
William Hooper, NC
Robert Treat Paine, MA
Though many people believe that America was founded as a Christian country, available evidence strongly suggests that it was founded as a Masonic republic. The architecture of Washington, DC would support that contention.

In 1776, the same year that the US Declaration of Independence was signed, the Illuminati was being formed in Europe as a Jewish plan to infiltrate Masonic lodges and direct them down the path of Jew-Bolshevik revolution and social upheaval.

In 1743 a goldsmith named Amschel Moses Bauer opened a coin shop in Frankfurt, Germany. He hung above his door a sign depicting a Roman eagle on a red shield. The shop became known as the Red Shield firm. The German word for 'red shield' is Rothschild.

Amschel Bauer had a son, Meyer Amschel Bauer. At a very early age Mayer showed that he possessed immense intellectual ability, and his father spent much of his time teaching him everything he could about the money lending business and in the basic dynamics of finance. A few years after his father's death in 1755, Mayer went to work in Hannover as a clerk, in a bank, owned by the Oppenheimers. While in the employ of the Oppenheimers, he was introduced to a General von Estorff for whom he ran errands. Meyer's superior ability was quickly recognized and his advancement within the firm was swift. He was awarded a junior partnership. Von Estorff would later provide the yet-to-be formed House of Rothschild an entré into to the palace of Prince William.

His success allowed him the means to return to Frankfurt and to purchase the business his father had established in 1743. The big Red Shield was still displayed over the door. Recognizing the true significance of the Red Shield (his father had adopted it as his emblem from the Red Flag which was the emblem of the revolutionary minded Jews in Eastern Europe), Mayer Amschel Bauer changed his name to Rothschild (red shield). It was at this point that the House of Rothschild came into being.

Meyer Rothschild realized that loaning money to governments was much more profitable than loaning it to individuals. The loans were bigger and the collateral was the country itself of the tax base of its citizens.


In the year 1776, Adam Weishaupt began the Illuminati sect. He was a former Jesuit who had left the Catholic Church. In reality, he was a Jew and a descendant of Spanish Marronites (Jews who pretended
to be Catholics). Weishaupt was supported in his endeavors by Mayer Amschel Bauer who changed his name to Red Shield (Rothschild). The Illuminati sect had as its goal the infiltration of Masonic lodges for the purpose of directing them along revolutionary paths but, most of all, along paths favored by Rothschild. The ultimate goal was world conquest through the power of Jewish gold.

Adam Weishaupt was born February 6, 1748 at Ingoldstadt, Bavaria. Weishaupt, born a Jew, was educated by the Jesuits who converted him to Catholicism. He purportedly developed an intense hatred for the Jesuits. Although he became a Catholic priest, his faith had been shaken by the Jesuits and he became an atheist. Weishaupt was an ardent student of French philosopher Voltaire (1694-1778). Voltaire, a revolutionary who held liberal religious views, had written in a letter to King Frederick II, ("the Great"):

"Lastly, when the whole body of the Church should be sufficiently weakened and infidelity strong enough, the final blow is to be dealt by the sword of open, relentless persecution. A reign of terror is to be spread over the whole earth, and...continue while any Christian should be found obstinate enough to adhere to Christianity."

It is believed that, as a result of Voltaire's writings, Weishaupt formulated his ideas concerning the destruction of the Church. In 1775, when summoned by the House of Rothschild, he immediately defected and, at the behest of Meyer, began to organize the Illuminati. The 1st chapter of the order started in his home town of Ingolstadt. Link

In 1785, Meyer moved his entire family to a five story dwelling he shared with the Schiff family. In 1865 The Schiffs' not-yet-born grandson Jacob would move to New York and in 1917 become the mastermind behind the funding of the Bolshevik Revolution. This action would successfully instate communism as a major world movement, which was, (and still is), a basic tenet of the Illuminati and their collectivist agenda [...] . From this point on the Rothschilds and the Schiffs would play a central role in the rest of European financial history, and subsequently that of the United States and the world. Link

Nowadays, [...] the people have fallen into the grips of merciless money-grinding scoundrels who have laid a pitiless and cruel yoke upon the necks of the workers. We [the Jews] appear on the scene as alleged saviours of the worker from this oppression when we propose to him to enter the ranks of our fighting forces - Socialists, Anarchists, Communists - to whom we always give support in accordance with an alleged brotherly rule (of the solidarity of all humanity) of our SOCIAL MASONRY. (Protocols of Zion, 3:7)

The Illuminati founded by Rothschild and Weishaupt can be regarded as the secret masonry within Freemasonry referred to in the Protocols of Zion 4:9. The Illuminati sect was banned in Bavaria in 1784. The House of Rothschild, however, continued to grow in wealth and power. The Illuminati eventually resurfaced under various disguises. One such was The Sons of the Covenant (B'nai B'rith) established in New York in 1843. Soviet archives (opened in the 1990s) have revealed that the B'nai B'rith was supreme over all Masonic lodges in Russia and was behind the Bolshevik Revolutions in 1905 (which failed) and in 1917 (which succeeded). The Soviet commissars, mostly Jews, were responsible for the torture and deaths of millions of White ethnic Russians and Ukrainians during the first few decades of the Soviet regime.

[T]he October 1917 Revolution (really a just a well-organized, well-carried out Jewish coup) was dominated by Jewish agitators (a documented fact) but so was the 1905 Revolution[...]. We
also learn from the grand old man the awe-inspiring extent of the Jewish domination of the Soviet Union during its first two decades of existence, including its ruthless and murderous internal security system: Tcheka, OGPU, NKGB, and NKVD. A Russian in the hands of the Tcheka, etc. was almost certain to be in the hands of Jewish torturers and executioners. The litany of Jewish crimes committed against the long-suffering Russians (and other Slavic peoples: Ukrainians and Belarussians) and coldly listed by the author is simply nauseating and one should approach both volumes on an empty stomach.

(Review of Alexander Solzhenitsyn's *Two Hundred Years Together* by Friedrich Braun. Link)

Trotsky (Jew), People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, People's Commissar of War, and Politburo member

Trotsky (Lev Davidovich Bronstein), Jewish head of the Red Guard and largely responsible for the Red Terror, became a member of B’Nai Brith in New York in January 1917. Jacob Schiff was the contact man between the B’nai B’rith in America and the Jew Bolsheviks attempting revolution in Russia:

[Lev] Bronstein became a Freemason in 1897 and later a high-ranking Illuminatus through his friend Alexander Parvus. He also maintained contacts with B’nai B'rith, a Jewish Masonic order, which had previously aided Jewish "revolutionaries" in Russia.

Jacob Schiff, chairman of the banking house Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and a minion of the Rothschilds, took care of the contacts between the "revolutionary movement in Russia" and B’nai B’rith. (Gerald B. Winrod, "Adam Weishaupt - A Human Devil", p. 47.)(quoted in *The Sign of the Scorpion* by Jüri Lina) Link

The B'nai B'rith was also behind the Young Turk Revolution in Turkey which led to the Armenian genocide during WWI.
Emmanuel Carasso, lawyer and Jewish Italian B’nai B’rith official, was the founder of the ‘Young Turks’

The founder of the Young Turks was a Jewish Italian B’nai B’rith official named Emmanuel Carasso. Carasso set up the Young Turk secret society in the 1890s in Salonika (now in Greece but then a city in the Ottoman Empire). Most of the Young “Turks”, were in fact “Jews” and this was a well known fact. The Jews used Freemasonry as a tool.
Zionist Control of America

What we have to get at is that there should be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves [the Jews], only the masses of the proletariat, a few [b]illionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers. *(Protocols of Zion, 7:1)*

The real menace of our republic is this invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy length over City, State, and nation... It seizes in its long and powerful tentacles our executive officers, our legislative bodies, our schools, our courts, our newspapers, and every agency created for the public protection...*(from a speech in 1922 by John Francis Hylan, mayor of New York City. Link)*

In the years leading up to WWII, Jewish power in America was an intensely controversial subject. Prominent Americans were vocal critics of what was variously called the 'money power', the 'money trust', and other such euphemisms. Some, such as Henry Ford, challenged the Jew power directly. They all recognized not only the threat posed by Jew control of the financial system but Jew control of the culture and the nation's politics.

The election of JFK (John F. Kennedy) in 1960 brought into The White House a man whose father had been an open critic of Jewish power in America, Joseph P Kennedy.

**Joe Kennedy**

Joseph Patrick “Joe” Kennedy, Sr. (September 6, 1888 – November 18, 1969), was a prominent United States businessman and political figure, the father of President John F. Kennedy and Senators Robert F. Kennedy and Ted Kennedy. He was a leading member of the Democratic Party and of the Irish Catholic community. He served briefly as the US Ambassador to England at the start of World War II. When *Fortune* magazine published its first list of the richest people in the United States in 1957 it placed him in the $200-400 million band, meaning that it estimated him to be between the ninth and sixteenth richest person in the United States at that time. *Wikipedia article*

**Joe Kennedy’s WWII background**

Joe Kennedy was an admirer of Adolf Hitler and National-Socialism and, furthermore, he was ‘anti-Semitic’ possibly due to his conflicts with Jews, notably Meyer Lansky, during the bootlegging prohibition days.

On June 13, 1938, Kennedy met with Herbert von Dirksen, the German ambassador in London, who claimed in Berlin that Kennedy had told him that “it was not so much the fact that we want to get rid of the Jews that was so harmful to us, but rather the loud clamor with which we accompanied this purpose. [Kennedy] himself fully understood our Jewish policy.” Kennedy’s main concern with such violent acts against German Jews as Kristallnacht was that they
generated bad publicity in the West for the Nazi regime, a concern he communicated in a letter to Charles Lindbergh. (Link)

Joe Kennedy had extensive correspondence with Lady Astor, wife of Waldorf Astor. As Edward Renehan notes:

> As fiercely anti-Communist as they were anti-Semitic, Kennedy and Astor looked upon Adolf Hitler as a welcome solution to both of these “world problems” (Nancy’s phrase)…. Kennedy replied that he expected the “Jew media” in the United States to become a problem, that “Jewish pundits in New York and Los Angeles” were already making noises contrived to “set a match to the fuse of the world.” (Kennedy and the Jews, Renehan quoted in Link)

After serving as US ambassador to Britain, Joe Kennedy returned to the US to oppose FDR’s (Franklin D. Roosevelt’s) plans to get America into the war. After returning to the US, Joe Kennedy had a meeting at the White House with FDR and backed off. What occurred in that meeting has been a subject of speculation ever since. (Final Judgment, p.26, Michael Collins Piper)

**Joe Kennedy’s Meeting with DeWest Hooker**

DeWest Hooker was one of three people to whom George Lincoln Rockwell’s book This Time the World is dedicated. Rockwell states that Hooker was the “nearest thing to a Nazi since the Bund” (p.97)

In 1956 Joe Kennedy and DeWest Hooker had a meeting in Palm Beach, Florida. At that meeting Hooker presented Kennedy with the idea of starting up a television network that would be beyond the control of Jews. He needed Kennedy’s financial support. According to Hooker,

> Joe admitted that when he was ambassador to England that he had been pro-Hitler. However, in Kennedy’s words, ‘we’ lost the war. By ‘we’ he didn’t mean the United States. When Kennedy said ‘we’ he meant the non-Jews. Joe Kennedy believed it was the Jews who had won World War II.

I’ve done everything I can to fight the Jewish power over this country. I tried to stop World War II but I failed. I’ve made all the money I need and now I’m passing everything I’ve learned on to my sons [emphasis added]. I don’t go with the ‘loser’. I’ve joined the ‘winners’. I’m going to work with the Jews. I’m teaching my boys the whole score and they’re going to work with the Jews. I’m going to make Jack [JFK’s nickname] the first Irish Catholic president of the United States and if it means working with the Jews, so be it. I’m in sympathy with what you are doing Hooker but I’m not going to do anything that will ruin Jack’s chances of becoming president. (Interview with DeWest Hooker on January 20, 1992, quoted in Final Judgment pp. 29-30 by Michael Collins Piper)
Joe Kennedy chose to invest his money in the political careers of his sons. Was he preparing a stealth campaign to mitigate the effects of the Jewish victory in WWII? How are we to interpret his words, “I’m passing everything I’ve learned on to my sons” and “I’m teaching my boys the whole score and they’re going to work with the Jews” and “I’m in sympathy with what you are doing, Hooker”? Had Joe Kennedy changed his political stripes or only his tactics?

Was John F Kennedy sympathetic to National-Socialism?

In his inaugural speech JFK proclaimed those now famous words: “My fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country!” In a racially homogeneous country (which America was not) such a declaration could conceivably summarize succinctly the distilled essence of National-Socialism. Recall that America in 1960 was around 90% White and that Blacks, though citizens, for the most part did not vote and in many places did not have the right to vote.

Those who have seen the movie JFK ought to be familiar with the contention that JFK was a liberal and “soft on communism”. That was the line promoted by the movie: that he was killed by a group of right-wing extremists because he was “soft on communism” and wanted to weaken the power of the military-industrial complex and who (i.e. the “right-wing extremists”) set up Lee Harvey Oswald to take the fall and have communists blamed for killing a popular president. However, many people are not aware that the movie was produced (i.e. financed) by Arnon Milchan who has strong connections to Zionist interests. Link
JFK’s three projects that led him into conflict with the Jews

- He wanted to weaken, if not outrightly destroy, the power of organized crime
- He wanted to reduce the power of, and perhaps eliminate, the Federal Reserve
- He wanted to prevent Israel from acquiring nuclear weapons

JFK opposes organized crime

Meyer Lansky (Jew), Chairman of the Board of organized crime in 1963

Most people are not aware that organized crime has been mostly Jewish at the top from its beginning. The news and entertainment media presents the ‘Mafia’ as being Italian and mostly Sicilian. That may be true to a degree but the Syndicate (sometimes called the Commission) was originated by Jews and has been Jewish from the beginning. The Commission started under the direction of Meyer Lansky (Jew) using ‘Lucky’ Luciano as the go-between between The Syndicate and the various Italian crime families. However, the real beginning of organized crime in America occurred with Arnold Rothstein (Jew) who ‘allegedly’ fixed the 1919 World Series of Baseball.

[Arnold Rothstein] stands as the spiritual father of American organized crime.

He was known by many nicknames - Mr. Big, the Big Bankroll, the Brain, the Man Uptown, the Fixer. All were accolades to his importance in the world of crime, to his connections with the underworld and the underworld of police, judges and politicians. Although he operated strictly in the background, Rothstein may well have been the most important criminal of his era. At various times he financed the criminal activities - in fact, usually masterminded them - of the likes of Waxy Gordon [Jew], Dutch Schultz [Jew] and Legs Diamond. He was the early tutor of Lucky Luciano, Meyer Lansky [Jew], Frank Costello and Johnny Torrio.
Rothstein became known to all as the man who had influence everywhere and could fix anything. He could clear virtually any illegitimate activity through his political and police contacts. During Prohibition, a later study showed, Rothstein intervened in literally thousands of bootlegging cases that went to court. Of a total of 6,902 liquor-related Rothstein-era cases, 400 never even came to trial while another 6,074 ended in dismissal. (Link)

Lansky, who eventually took complete control of the Crime Syndicate in America, was Rothstein’s protege. In 1963, Meyer Lansky (Jew) was the Chairman of the Board of organized crime. He and Lucky Luciano set up the organized crime “Commission” of which Lansky became the sole controller after Luciano’s death in January, 1962. Meyer Lansky based his operation in Havana Cuba and was kicked out by Castro when the latter came to power. Lansky moved his base to the Bahamas but wanted back into Cuba. He was very “dissapointed” with Kennedy when he failed to provide air support for the Bay of Pigs invasion. The Bronfmans (Canadian Jews) were involved with the Lansky crime syndicate importing illegal liquor into the US from Canada during prohibition and afterwards switched to importing narcotics. They had an arrangement whereby they shipped opium from Vietnam to France where it was refined into heroin for import into the US. As a result of that business arrangement Lansky developed contacts in the French underworld, including French intelligence. Lansky and Bronfman were, of course, bothered by the fact that Kennedy wanted to pull out of Vietnam which would mean the loss of their source of opium.

Lansky and Bronfman were both avid Zionists. Bronfman went on to become the head of the Canadian Jewish Congress and one of Lansky’s subordinates, Mickey Cohen (Jew), was running guns to Israel while he was managing Lansky’s operation in Los Angeles. Bronfman and Lansky had both developed an animosity toward Joe Kennedy (JFK’s father) because of a turf dispute during prohibition.

Robert F Kennedy, the brother of the president, was attorney general and launched an all-out war against organized crime during his time as attorney general.

Robert F. Kennedy was the first attorney general of the United States to make a serious attack on the Mafia and organized crime. Many hold he was also the last one. As Harry J. Anslinger, former U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics, put it:

“Many former attorney generals . . . would let loose a blast against the underworld and then settle back in their chairs and let it go at that. They seemed to think they had performed their duty merely by calling attention to the problem. Not so with Bob. He followed through. He knew the identity of all the big racketeers in any given district, and in private conference with enforcement officials throughout the country he would go down the line, name by name, and ask what progress had been made.” (Link)
The Bay of Pigs Invasion

The 1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion was an unsuccessful attempted invasion by armed Cuban exiles in southwest Cuba, planned and funded by the United States, in an attempt to overthrow the government of Fidel Castro. This action accelerated a rapid deterioration in Cuban-American relations, which was further worsened by the Cuban Missile Crisis the following year. (Link)

The invasion turned into a fiasco:

Through their secret intelligence, as well as loose talk in Miami, the Cuban security apparatus knew the invasion was coming. More than 100,000 Cubans suspected to be security threats or “politically unreliable” were rounded up and arrested throughout the island by the political police in anticipation of the invasion.

President Kennedy wanted the operation to look as if the Cuban exiles could have planned it, so that his administration could claim “plausible deniability” and avoid responsibility for the invasion as a U.S. operation.

President Kennedy, despite the CIA’s objections, moved the landing site to the Bay of Pigs area. CIA Chief of Operations, Richard Bissell, had chosen [the old colonial city of Trinidad] wisely […], but the President, upholding plausible deniability, insisted it be moved. The cancellation of the air strikes, the change of the landing site, and ultimately, the lack of U.S. air cover and support during the invasion, sealed the fate of the mission and the lives of many of the men of the invasion force. (Link)

The failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion and Kennedy’s half-hearted support of it left several groups “disappointed” with Kennedy on the matter. These groups were the CIA, the Cuban exiles, and organized crime. The CIA was annoyed because all their planning had been misdirected by Kennedy for the above stated reason of ‘plausible deniability’. The Cuban exiles, who desperately wanted to return home, were annoyed for obvious reasons. And, organized crime under Meyer Lansky wanted to recover the Cuba that had been so lucrative for them.

JFK opposes The Federal Reserve

When JFK assumed the presidency he was asked how he would approach his new job. He answered that he “would enforce the constitution”. Under the US Constitution, it is the Congress of the United States which has the power to issue currency: “The Congress shall have Power […] To coin Money, [and] regulate the Value thereof,[…]” Article I, Section 8, Clause 5

On June 4, 1963, less than 6 months before he was assassinated, JFK issued Executive Order No. 11110 which stated in part:
The authority vested in the President by paragraph (b) of section 43 of the Act of May 12, 1933, as amended (31 U.S.C. 821(b)), to issue silver certificates against any silver bullion, silver, or standard silver dollars in the Treasury not then held for redemption of any outstanding silver certificates, to prescribe the denomination of such silver certificates, and to coin standard silver dollars and subsidiary silver currency for their redemption … [emphasis added]

This executive order authorized the creation of ‘United States Notes’ backed up by silver and redeemable for silver dollars, as opposed to ‘Federal Reserve Notes’ not redeemable for anything except other Federal Reserve notes.

JFK did not live long enough to write his memoirs so we can only speculate about his motives. However, Executive Order No. 11110 must be seen as at least a dent in the power of The Federal Reserve and at most an indicator of things to come had he lived and had a second term in office. This executive order authorized the creation of ‘United States Notes’ backed up by silver and redeemable for silver dollars, as opposed to ‘Federal Reserve Notes’ not redeemable for anything except other Federal Reserve notes.

JFK did not live long enough to write his memoirs so we can only speculate about his motives. However, Executive Order No. 11110 must be seen as at least a dent in the power of The Federal Reserve and at most an indicator of things to come had he lived and had a second term in office.

The Federal Reserve

The Federal Reserve is a strange creature being neither an agency of the US federal government nor a totally private entity. It is rather a hybrid of public and private, being a banking cartel with the government as a partner in the cartel.

It came into existence amid public outcry about the power of the ‘money trust’, that group of powerful banks mostly centered in New York. Through clever manipulation of public opinion the ‘money trust’ was able to convey the impression that they were strongly opposed to the creation of the Federal Reserve and by that means were able to get the public behind its creation. In reality, it was the ‘money trust’ that had conjured the Federal Reserve into existence in the first place. Link

FOREIGN BANKERS (MOSTLY JEWS) OWN MAJORITY OF FEDERAL RESERVE

The ‘money trust’ as it was known at the time, was but an arm of the Rothschild banking family centered in London.

[T]he most powerful men in the United States [who created the Federal Reserve] were themselves answerable to another power, a foreign power, and a power which had been steadfastly seeking to extend its control over the young republic of the United States since
its very inception. This power was the financial power of England, centered in the London Branch of the House of Rothschild. The fact was that in 1910, the United States was for all practical purposes being ruled from England, and so it is today [1952]. The ten largest bank holding companies in the United States are firmly in the hands of certain banking houses, all of which have branches in London. They are J.P. Morgan Company, Brown Brothers Harriman, Warburg, Kuhn Loeb and J. Henry Schroder. All of them maintain close relationships with the House of Rothschild, principally through the Rothschild control of international money markets through its manipulation of the price of gold. Each day, the world price of gold is set in the London office of N.M. Rothschild and Company. (Secrets of the Federal Reserve by Eustace Mullins, quoted in Jewwatch)

Thomas Jefferson issued this warning to the American nation:

If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issuance of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around them will deprive the people of all their property until their children will wake up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered. Link

JFK opposes Israeli plans to develop a nuclear weapon

Jim Garrison, during his investigation of the JFK murder, discovered that the assassination had been planned at Permindex, a Mossad front in Italy. Louis Bloomfield (Jew) was chairman of Permindex and a Bronfman (Canadian Jew) subordinate.

Israel was attempting to develop a nuclear weapon which Kennedy strongly opposed. The conflict between Kennedy and Ben-Gurion was so intense that Ben-Gurion resigned as Prime Minister of Israel declaring that Kennedy’s obstruction was putting at risk Israel’s very existence.

Meyer Lansky, ardent Zionist and Chairman of the Board of organized crime in 1963, had his own grievances against Kennedy. However, it is unlikely that Lansky would ever have ordered a hit against Kennedy on his own initiative. But with the political, legal, and media cover provided
by pro-Zionist factions in the US and elsewhere as well as technical assistance from the Mossad it became more plausible. During WWII, Lansky had been instrumental in recruiting mobsters into US intelligence. Those ties were further strengthened after Castro took control of Cuba. There was also an Israel-first faction within the CIA even in the early 1960s. That faction has, unfortunately, grown to become what appears to be the dominant faction today.

Once the order had been given all the various pro-Zionist factions went into action. The details can be found in Final Judgment by Michael Collins Piper (American Free Press, Washington, DC, 2005). The shooters were likely members of the French-Corsican mob with whom Lansky had developed ties because of the heroin traffic. But who ultimately gave the order?

Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion ruled Israel from its inception in 1948 until he resigned on June 16, 1963. In the months leading up to his resignation, he was in a war of words and war of conflicting policy over Israel’s desire to have its own nuclear arsenal.

In the days leading up to Ben-Gurion’s resignation from office, he and JFK had been involved in an unpublicized, contentious debate over the possibility of Israel getting nuclear capabilities. Their disagreement eventually escalated into a full-fledged war of words that was virtually ignored in the press. Ethan Bronner wrote about this secret battle between JFK and Ben-Gurion years later in a New York Times article on October 31, 1998, calling it a “fiercely hidden subject.” In fact, the Kennedy/Ben-Gurion conversations are still classified by the United States Government. Maybe this is the case because Ben-Gurion’s rage and frustration became so intense - and his power so great within Israel - that Piper [in Final Judgment] contends it was at the center of the conspiracy to kill John Kennedy. Link

Avener Cohen, in Israel and the Bomb, stresses,

No American president was more concerned with the danger of nuclear proliferation than John Fitzgerald Kennedy. He was convinced that the spread of nuclear weapons would make the world more dangerous and undermine U.S. interests. […] The only example Kennedy used to make this point was Israel. Link

Ben-Gurion had an intense hatred for Joe Kennedy, JFK’s father, because of the older Kennedy’s ‘anti-Semitism’ and support for Hitler in WWII. (Final Judgment, p. 49) That hatred may have made it a lot easier to hate JFK and transfer an intense policy dispute into an intense personal hatred.
The Assassination of John F Kennedy

To some, it might seem preposterous that the government of Israel would ever order the assassination of an American president. However, an American Jewish publication wrote:

Israel need not apologize for the assassination or destruction of those who seek to destroy it. The first order of business for any country is the protection of its people. (Washington Jewish Week, October 9, 1997 Link)

According to Piper in Final Judgment:

By 1963, John F. Kennedy was not only at war with Israel and the Meyer Lansky Organized Crime Syndicate, but he was also at war with their close ally in the international intelligence underworld — the CIA [largely because of the Pay of Pigs fiasco]. That was a deadly combination[!]

The CIA and Israel had forged a close-working strategic alliance in the previous decade. Their joint enterprises around the globe tied the CIA and Israel together inextricably. Israel’s interests — and the CIA’s interests — were often one and the same, perhaps too often. Likewise with the Meyer Lansky Crime network. (Final Judgment, p. 95)

By 1963, John F. Kennedy was not only at war with Israel and the Meyer Lansky Organized Crime Syndicate, but he was also at war with their close ally in the international intelligence underworld — the CIA [largely because of the Pay of Pigs fiasco]. That was a deadly combination[!]

The CIA and Israel had forged a close-working strategic alliance in the previous decade. Their joint enterprises around the globe tied the CIA and Israel together inextricably. Israel’s interests — and the CIA’s interests — were often one and the same, perhaps too often. Likewise with the Meyer Lansky Crime network. (p. 95)
But who ultimately gave the order? It had to have been the top Jew in the world. Neither Bronfman nor Lansky would have undertaken such an operation without his order or at least his approval. Nor would any Prime Minister of Israel give such an order without his approval. That man was Nahum Goldmann. At the time of JFK’s assassination he was head of both The World Jewish Congress and The World Zionist Organization.

The assassination of John F Kennedy was a hostile takeover of the US government with the intent that America's foreign policy be aligned with the interests of Global Zionism and the state of Israel!!
What we have to get at is that there should be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves [the Jews], only the masses of the proletariat, a few [b]illionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers. (Protocols of Zion, 7:1)

Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as ‘internationalists' and of conspiring with others around the world to build a more integrated global political and economic structure—one world, if you will. If that's the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it. --David Rockefeller (Founder of the Trilateral Commission), Memoirs, 2002

The real menace of our republic is this invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy length over City, State, and nation... It seizes in its long and powerful tentacles our executive officers, our legislative bodies, our schools, our courts, our newspapers, and every agency created for the public protection..."

To depart from mere generalizations, let me say that at the head of this octopus are the Rockefeller-Standard Oil interest and a small group of powerful banking houses generally referred to as the international bankers. The little coterie of powerful international bankers virtually run the United States government for their own selfish purposes. (from a speech in 1922 by John Francis Hylan, mayor of New York City. Link)

From the time that the United States of America achieved independence in 1776, Great Britain has been involved in an effort, first by open warfare, and then by stealth to reduce the young
Republic back to colonial status. The open warfare tactic resulted in the War of 1812-1814 which achieved a stalemate but was nevertheless a victory for the Republic in that it preserved its independent status. From that time onward the strategy has been by stealth, through the financial system.

**Zionist Occupation Government (ZOG)**

By 1885 the House of Rothschild had reached a point of world control, and its London policy group, the Royal Institute of International Affairs, as the policy makers for what has essentially been since 1900, re-established colonial government in the United States. The colonial, or occupation, government, functions primarily through the Council on Foreign Relations, but only as the subsidiary of RIIA and through the Rockefeller Foundation which controls government functions, the educational establishments, the media, the religions and the state legislatures.

In exposing 'the Rockefellers' as agents of a foreign power [emphasis added], which is not merely a foreign power, but a genuine world government, we must realize that this is not merely a group dedicated to making money, but a group which is committed to maintaining the power of a colonial form of government over the American people. Thus the ancient calumny of John D. Rockefeller as a man obsessed by greed [...] obscures the fact that from the day the Rothschilds began to finance his march towards a total oil monopoly in the United States from their coffers at the National City Bank of Cleveland, Rockefeller was never an independent power, nor does any department of the Rockefeller Syndicate operate as an independent power. (Murder by Injection, by Eustace Mullins, ch 10, quoted at [Link](#))

**The Council on Foreign Relations**

According to Wikipedia:

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is an influential and independent, nonpartisan foreign policy membership organization founded in 1921 [...]. Through its membership, meetings, and studies, it has been called the most powerful agent of United States foreign policy outside the State Department. [It] comes close to being an organ of [...] the Power Elite – a group of men, similar in interest and outlook, shaping events from invulnerable positions behind the scenes. [...]Over time [...] the locus of power shifted inexorably to the Rockefeller family. [Link](#)

According to one commentator on the CFR:

If one group is effectively in control of national governments and multinational corporations; promotes world government through control of media, foundation grants, and education; and controls and guides the issues of the day; then they control most
options available. The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), and the financial powers behind it, have done all these things, and promote the "New World Order", as they have for over seventy years.

The CFR is the promotional arm of the Ruling Elite in the United States of America. Most influential politicians, academics and media personalities are members, and it uses its influence to infiltrate the New World Order into American life. Its' "experts" write scholarly pieces to be used in decision making, the academics expound on the wisdom of a united world, and the media members disseminate the message. Link

David Rockefeller and the Bilderberg Group

According to Wikipedia:

A lifelong globalist, due to the strong influence of his father, [David Rockefeller] had at an early age further spread his connections when he was invited to attend the inaugural elitist Bilderberg Group meetings, starting with the Holland gathering in 1954. He has been a consistent attendee through the decades and has been a member of the "steering committee", which determines the invitation list for the upcoming annual meetings. These have frequently included prominent national figures who have gone on to be elected as political leaders of their respective countries including Bill Clinton who first attended in 1991. Link

The Trilateral Commission

It was a dissatisfaction with the failure of the Bilderberg group to include Japan that subsequently led David Rockefeller to form the Trilateral Commission (TC) in July 1973. Link

According to Wikipedia:

The Trilateral Commission is a private organization, established to foster closer cooperation between America, Europe and Japan. It was founded in July 1973, at the initiative of David Rockefeller; who was Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations at that time and the Commission is widely seen as a counterpart to the Council on Foreign Relations [emphasis added].[...] founding members included Alan Greenspan and Paul Volcker, both eventually heads of the Federal Reserve system.[...] Link
The Nixon White House

Richard Milhous Nixon

According to Wikipedia:

Richard Milhous Nixon (January 9, 1913 – April 22, 1994) was the thirty-seventh President of the United States, and was the only U.S. President to resign the office. Elected twice to the presidency, he served from 1969 to 1974. He was also the thirty-sixth Vice President of the United States, serving in the administration of Dwight D. Eisenhower (1953–1961). During the Second World War, he served as a Navy lieutenant commander in the Pacific, before being elected to the Congress, and later serving as Vice President. After an unsuccessful presidential run in 1960, Nixon was elected in 1968.

One day in the 1940s, Richard Nixon answered an ad in a California paper, an ad looking for someone to run for the US Congress. This ad was placed by Prescott Bush, father of former president George H. W. Bush and grandfather of the current president George W Bush.

According to Wikipedia:

In 1931, Bush became a founding partner of Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. that was created through the 1931 merger of Brown Brothers & Co., a merchant bank founded in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1818 with Harriman Brothers & Co., established in New York City in 1927, and A. Harriman & Co.

The Brown Brothers Harriman & Co bank was an affiliate of the Rothschild-Rockefeller banking cartel.

After his defeat in the California election as governor in 1962, Nixon worked for John Mitchell,
Nelson Rockefeller's personal attorney. Nixon lived rent-free in an apartment owned by Nelson Rockefeller. From then until 1972 Richard Nixon was operating under the 'guidance' of Nelson Rockefeller, his nominal subordinate and eventual Vice President under Gerald Ford following the resignation of Nixon.

**Watergate was a coup d'etat !!**

That the fall of Richard Nixon was a deliberate take-down becomes obvious when we consider that when the Nixon tapes were subpoenaed by the US Supreme Court, they knew exactly the time frames and corresponding tapes to request. Only someone on the inside could have provided that information.

In 2005 there was a stage managed media event where the identity of 'Deep Throat' was revealed. That man was supposedly Mark Felt. But, the revelation of Mark Felt as Deep Throat was to deflect attention from the real Deep Throat and, more importantly, the real reasons for the Nixon take-down. The real Deep Throat was more likely Alexander Haig, the Rockefeller protege. Link

Woodward and Bernstein (of All the President's Men fame) worked for The Washington Post, instrumental in the take-down. The family of Eugene Meyer (Jew) owns The Washington Post. Link

According to Webster Tarpley and Anton Chaitkin (*The Unauthorized Biography of George Bush*):

> The reason the Watergate scandal escalated into the overthrow of Nixon has to do with the international monetary crisis of those years, and with Nixon's inability to manage the collapse of the Bretton Woods system and the US dollar in a way satisfactory to the Anglo-American financial elite...

Broadly speaking, **Watergate was a coup d'etat which was instrumental in laying the basis for the specific new type of authoritarian-totalitarian regime which now rules the United States.** The purpose of the coup was to rearrange the dominant institutions of the US government so as to enhance their ability to carry out policies agreeable to the increasingly urgent dictates of the British-dominated [i.e.Rothschild-dominated] Morgan-Rockefeller-Mellon-Harriman financier faction. Link

By 1972, Nixon was becoming unmanageable for the Rothschild-Rockefeller cartel. The Nixon White House tapes revealed the following conversation Richard Nixon had with Billy Graham concerning the Jewish stranglehold on the American mass media:

> BG: This stranglehold has got to be broken or the country's going down the drain.
> RN: You believe that?
> BG: Yes, sir.
> RN: Oh, boy. So do I. I can't ever say that, but I believe it.
> BG: No, but if you get elected a second time, then we might be able to do something.
That Watergate was indeed a coup d'etat carried out by the media and 'political elite' has been emphasized by Pat Buchanan:

**Watergate was indeed a coup. It was the overthrow of an elected president by a media and political elite** he had routed in a 49-state landslide the like of which America had never seen. In taking Nixon down, that elite was not motivated by any love of law or the Constitution. It was driven by hatred.

The media and political establishment hated Nixon for his lead role in nailing Alger Hiss as a Soviet spy and in blistering its New Deal heroes as witless dupes of Joseph Stalin. It hated Nixon because he rallied the nation against them, when he called on the "Great Silent Majority" to stand with him for peace with honor in Vietnam, and turned Vice President Agnew loose on them to the delight of a nation that had come to detest media arrogance and bias. And it hated Nixon because he seemed, with the mining of Haiphong and bombing of Hanoi, to have won a war they said could not -- and should not -- be won.
The 9-11 Terrorist Attacks

IT IS FROM US [the Jews] THAT THE ALL-ENGULFING TERROR PROCEEDS.
*(Protocols of Zion, 9:4)*

Our countersign is - Force and Make-believe [terror and propaganda]. Only force conquers in political affairs, especially if it be concealed in the talents essential to statesmen. Violence must be the principle, and cunning and make-believe the rule for governments which do not want to lay down their crowns at the feet of agents of some new power. This evil is the one and only means to attain the end, the good. Therefore we must not stop at bribery, deceit and treachery when they should serve towards the attainment of our end.
*(Protocols of Zion, 1:23)*

We shall create an intensified centralization of government in order to grip in our hands all the forces of the community. We shall regulate mechanically all the actions of the political life of our subjects by new laws. These laws will withdraw one by one all the indulgences and liberties which have been permitted by the GOYIM [non-Jews], and our [rule] will be distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM who oppose us by deed or word.
*(Protocols of Zion, 5:1)*

The controlled media released a video tape of Osama Bin Laden allegedly confessing to the 9-11 attack. Anyone who has viewed the tape can see that it is clearly not him, in spite of its deliberately dark and grainy features. This is what Osama Bin Laden actually said about his role in the 9-11 attacks:

I have already said that I am not involved in the 11 September attacks in the United States. As a Muslim, I try my best to avoid telling a lie. I had no knowledge of these attacks, nor do I consider the killing of innocent women, children and other humans as an appreciable
act...Whoever committed the act of 11 September are not the friends of the American people. I have already said that we are against the American system, not against its people, whereas in these attacks, the common American people have been killed...The United States should try to trace the perpetrators of these attacks within itself...those who are working for some other system; persons who want to make the present century as a century of conflict between Islam and Christianity so that their own civilization, nation, country, or ideology could survive...Is it not that there exists a government within the government in the United States? That secret government must be asked as to who carried out the attacks....This system is totally in control [by] the American-Jews, whose first priority is Israel, not the United States. It is clear that the American people are themselves the slaves of the Jews and are forced to live according to the principles and laws laid by them. So, the punishment should reach Israel. Link

The "Official Story" about the events of 9/11 claims that American Airlines flight 77 hit the pentagon.

The pentagon, however, shows no traces of such an aircraft having hit it.
Compare the pattern of destruction of the pentagon with that of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, accidentally hit by an American cruise missile:

And, further, compare it to the damage done to Milosevic's home, also hit by a cruise missile:

According to Lt. Col. Karen U. Kwiatkowski, PhD, U.S. Air Force (ret), a witness at the scene of the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001:

There was a dearth of visible debris on the relatively unmarked [Pentagon] lawn, where I stood only minutes after the impact. Beyond this strange absence of airliner debris, there was no sign of the kind of damage to the Pentagon structure one would expect from the impact of a large airliner. This visible evidence or lack thereof may also have been
apparent to the secretary of defense [Donald Rumsfeld], who in an unfortunate slip of the tongue referred to the aircraft that slammed into the Pentagon as a "missile".

... I saw nothing of significance at the point of impact - no airplane metal or cargo debris was blowing on the lawn in front of the damaged building as smoke billowed from within the Pentagon. ... all of us staring at the Pentagon that morning were indeed looking for such debris, but what we expected to see was not evident.

The same is true with regard to the kind of damage we expected. ... But I did not see this kind of damage. Rather, the facade had a rather small hole, no larger than 20 feet in diameter. Although this facade later collapsed, it remained standing for 30 or 40 minutes, with the roof line remaining relatively straight.

The scene, in short, was not what I would have expected from a strike by a large jetliner. It was, however, exactly what one would expect if a missile had struck the Pentagon. [Link](#)

For many people, this is the starting point for 9/11 skepticism. But, if flight 77 did not hit the pentagon and something else did, such as a cruise missile, then what happened to flight 77?

The 9/11 commission report states .."A squadron of NORAD fighter planes that was scrambled was sent east over the Atlantic Ocean and was 150 miles from Washington, D.C., when the third plane struck the Pentagon". ([9/11 Commission Report](#), page 45)

A possible explanation is that flight 77 continued on its course over the Atlantic Ocean and was shot down by the NORAD fighters.

**The Collapsing Towers**

Why did the WTC towers collapse? At no time in history, apart from 9-11, have steel frame buildings collapsed because of fire. However, Towers 1, 2, and 7 all allegedly collapsed due to fire. WTC 7 was not even hit by an airplane. However, the towers were in all likelihood brought down by controlled demolition.

The following photo shows evidence of a shaped charge used on the steel column. It is clear that
the photo was not long after the collapse because a fireman is still in the photo.

The following photo shows a squib, characteristic of controlled demolition of buildings:

The BBC reported the collapse of WTC 7 (Salomon Brothers Bldg.) while it still stands in the background:
BBC reports collapse of WTC 7 while it still stands in the background

**CNN reported WTC 7 was about to collapse:**

![Image showing CNN report](image)

CNN reporting that WTC 7 was about to collapse

This indicates they were reading from a script prepared in advance. Unfortunately for the scriptwriters, the BBC crew jumped the gun and gave the game away. **According to Britain's Channel 5 news coverage on that day, the 9/11 collapse "cover story" originated with the WTC website.**

**The Dancing Israelis**

Evidence linking these Israelis to 9/11 is classified. I cannot tell you about evidence that has been gathered. It's classified information.

Several Israelis were arrested in sight of the WTC Towers. They were held for a time and then released and deported back to Israel by Michael Chertoff (Jew) who then headed the criminal division of the Department of Justice and who is now head of the Department of Homeland Security. The Israelis went on a talk show back in Israel and stated that their role had been to document the event. That certainly implies foreknowledge!

From the very morning aircraft smashed into the World Trade Center (WTC) and the Pentagon, news reports have indicated Israeli intelligence being involved in the events of 9/11 - and the planting of "false flags" to blame Arab terrorists and mold public opinion to support the pre-planned "war on terror."

Shortly after the destruction of the twin towers, radio news reports described five "Middle Eastern men" being arrested in New Jersey after having been seen videotaping and celebrating the explosive "collapses" of the WTC.

These men, from a phony moving company in Weehawken, N.J., turned out to be agents of Israeli military intelligence, Mossad. Furthermore, their "moving van" tested positive for explosives.

Dominic Suter, the Israeli owner of Urban Moving Systems, the phony "moving company," fled in haste, or was allowed to escape, to Israel before FBI agents could interrogate him. The Israeli agents were later returned to Israel on minor visa violations. Link

The attacks against the World Trade Center were part of a larger pattern. Numerous other suspicious Israelis using moving companies as cover were arrested in the months that followed 9-11, 2001. Among these groups, one had plans to blow up the Mexican parliament:

On October 10, 2001, CNN made a brief mention of a foiled terrorist bomb plot in the Mexican Parliament building. They promised to bring any further developments of this story to their viewers, but the incident was never heard of again in America. But the story appeared in bold headlines on the front page of the major Mexican newspapers and was also posted on the official website of the Mexican Justice Department. Two terror suspects were apprehended in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies. Caught red-handed, they had in
their possession a high powered gun, nine hand grenades, and C-4 plastic explosives (great stuff for demolishing buildings!) Within days, this blockbuster story not only disappeared from the Mexican press, but the Israelis were quietly released and deported!

The story in El Diario de Mexico went on to reveal that the Zionist terrorists had fake Pakistani passports on them. Can you say "false flag operation?" The probable motive of this particular botched terrorist operation was to involve oil rich Mexico in the "War on Terrorism". (The War on Israel's enemies would be a more accurate description). Mexico is no military power, but the psychological trauma of an "Arab" attack on Mexico would surely have induced Mexico to provide unlimited cheap oil to her American "protector". With cheap oil flowing to America at low prices from Mexico, the US could better afford to break off relations with the oil rich Arab states in general and Saudi Arabia in particular. That's why the planners chose 15 Saudi identities to steal for the 9-11 operation.

The Israelis even attempted to create a fake Al-Qaeda cell in Israel:

In December, 2002, Ariel Sharon made the amazing claim that Al-Qaeda agents were operating inside of Israel. But when Palestinian authorities apprehended the suspects, they turned out to be Palestinian traitors impersonating Al-qaeda agents for the MOSSAD!

From the Sydney Morning Herald of Australia:

"Palestinian security forces have arrested a group of Palestinians for collaborating with Israel and posing as operatives of Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda terrorist network, a senior official said yesterday. ..The arrests come two days after Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon charged al-Qaeda militants were operating in Gaza and in Lebanon.

It was considered a surprise because the Gaza Strip is virtually sealed off by Israeli troops. The hardline Israeli leader also charged other members of the terror group were cooperating with Lebanon's Shi'ite militia Hizbollah".

Link
The 'New' Europe

There remains a small space to cross and the whole long path we have trodden is ready now to close its cycle of the Symbolic Snake, by which we symbolize our people. When this ring closes [i.e. the Jews “return” to Palestine], all the States of Europe will be locked in its coil as in a powerful vice. (*Protocols of Zion*, 3:1)

In 1946, just a year after the defeat of the Third Reich and just two years before the creation of the State of Israel, Winston Churchill called for the creation of the United States of Europe and the creation of a Council of Europe:

We must build a kind of United States of Europe. [...] 

The structure of the United States of Europe will be such as to make the material strength of a single State less important. [...] 

I was very glad to read in the newspapers a few days ago that my friend President Truman had expressed his interest and sympathy with this great design. [...] 

There is no reason why a regional organisation of Europe Should in any way conflict with the world organisation of the United Nations. On the contrary, I believe that the larger synthesis can only survive if it is founded upon broad natural groupings. There is already a natural grouping in the western hemisphere. We British have our own commonwealth of nations. These do not weaken, on the contrary they strengthen, the world organisation. They are in fact its main support. [emphasis added]

And why should there not be a European group, which could give a sense of enlarged patriotism and common citizenship to the distracted peoples of this mighty continent? And why should it not take its rightful place with other great groupings and help to shape the honourable destiny of man? [Link]

The people of France and the Netherlands voted against a proposed Constitution for a European Federal Superstate in referendums in 2005. Nevertheless, moving forward on most of the major provisions of the constitution has been happening anyway, by stealth, so to speak. In place of the
Constitution, a Treaty is being proposed instead. Such a Treaty would not require referenda to be implemented. In other words, the people who rejected the federal superstate in 2005 will have no say about the implementation of the new Treaty.

According to British MP Daniel Hannan, who conducted research into this back door implementation for the London Telegraph:

> Formal ratification by all 25 [now 27] states is regarded in Brussels as a technicality. To all intents and purposes, the EU is carrying on as though the constitution were already in force. Most of the institutions that it would have authorized are either up and running already, or in the process of being established. Link

Furthermore,

Senior British Cabinet sources have warned that the European globalists including [former British Prime Minister] Blair and Merkel are pushing hard for Brussels to be given a **full-time unelected president** [emphasis added], who would serve a five year term and speak as the voice of Europe on the world stage.

In their important history of the EU, *The Great Deception*, British authors Christopher Booker and Richard North, concluded that the 27 member nations now entangled in the union have ceded their sovereignty in a carefully planned stealth operation. They grudgingly credit European globalists with accomplishing "a slow-motion coup d’état: the most spectacular coup d’état in history."

In addition, dissidents and outcasts such as Vladimir Bukovksy have warned that an elite plan has long existed whereby the EU would be hijacked and transformed into a Soviet style Socialist Superstate that would eliminate the individual nation state's power and create a governing body with no accountability or direct representation. Link
Predicting the Future

Predicting the future can be very difficult for the simple reason that it hasn't happened yet! There are many examples in history where people have attempted and failed. There are very few ways to predict the future. One of them is by blueprint. Suppose a house is being built and you have the blueprint. This would enable you to predict, for example, that the house would have a two-car garage, a gabled roof, a double door, a fire place in the living room, etc. As long as the builders adhered to the blue print, you would be in a position to predict with unfailing accuracy the shape and features of the house. Furthermore, if the house were 90% complete and all aspects of it were in accord with the blueprint then you could with unfailing certainty (or, for the skeptic 99.9% certainty) know how the rest would proceed.

Let us apply this same reasoning to *The Protocols of Zion*, that book so hated by the Jews. Here is what Adolf Hitler said about it:

> To what an extent the whole existence of this people [the Jews] is based on a continuous lie is shown incomparably by the *Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion*, so infinitely hated by the Jews. They are based on a forgery, the *Frankfurter Zeitung* moans and screams once every week: the best proof that they are authentic. What many Jews may do unconsciously is here consciously exposed. And that is what matters. It is completely indifferent from what Jewish brain these disclosures originate; the important thing is that with positively terrifying certainty they reveal the nature and activity of the Jewish people and expose their inner contexts as well as their ultimate final aims. The best criticism applied to them, however, is reality. Anyone who examines the historical development of the last hundred years from the standpoint of this book will at once understand the screaming of the Jewish press. For once this book has become the common property of a people, the Jewish menace may be considered as broken.
> --Adolf Hitler, *Mein Kampf*, Vol.1 Ch.11

Here is what George Lincoln Rockwell said about it:

> Sixty years later [as of 1965], not one word has failed of fulfillment exactly as set forth in *The Protocols*. If they are "forged", then it was done by a genius who knew exactly what the Jews of the world would do for sixty years, with not partial, but perfect accuracy. *The Protocols alone, of all knowledge on this earth, give one the power to predict successfully historical events, as I have been able to do since studying them. A theory which enables scientific, calculated prediction is not the mark of a fraud, but always the mark of a realistic theory.*

Henry Ford Sr. said of *The Protocols*, thirty years ago [as of 1965], that they were being ruthlessly fulfilled, which was enough proof for him of their genuineness. Adolf Hitler ten years later said the same thing. Any man who takes the trouble to read these astounding documents will find the same thing. If they were not written by a Jew, they were written with devilish accuracy about the Jews. They enabled humanity, for the first time, to understand what before seemed impossible chaos. All the chaos, the mad ‘art’, the Communism, the moral filth, the control of the press and entertainment, the development of world wars, the insane setting of labor against capital and vice versa -- all these things become calculated elements of a steadily-progressing plan by a nation or race, masquerading throughout the world as a ‘religion’ in order...
to accomplish this awful work of destruction under the cover of 'religious tolerance'.
--George Lincoln Rockwell, This Time the World p.66

So, based on The Protocols of Zion, what are the Jews ultimate aims? The Protocols answers this very succinctly:

What we have to get at is that there should be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves, only the masses of the proletariat, a few [b]illionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers. (Protocols of Zion, 7:1)

They envision a one-world state governed by Jews with their Jewish World Tyrant in control whom they refer to as the 'KING-DESPOT OF THE BLOOD OF ZION' and whom, The Protocols states, the Jews are "PREPARING FOR THE WORLD". (Protocols of Zion, 3:15)

And,

[O]ur [the Jews'] kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM [non-Jews] who oppose us by deed or word. (Protocols of Zion, 5:1)
The Jewish World Tyrant

[O]ur kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM [non-Jews] who oppose us by deed or word. (Protocols of Zion, 5:1)

When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head the crown offered him by Europe he will become patriarch of the world. (Protocols of Zion, 15:23)

Our race is the Master Race. We are divine gods on this planet. We are as different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and serve us as our slaves.

--Menachem Begin (Prime Minister of Israel, 1977-1983) Link

A ‘unified’ Europe will be the base of operations for the Jews’ dominion over all the peoples of the world. The Talmudic writers of The Protocols of Zion had in mind not only a monarchy for Israel (after the closing of the Symbolic Snake) but also that monarch would rule the entire world, from a ‘united’ Europe! Nor do they have in mind a time of well being for the peoples of the world. The Protocols are but a political and economic plan of action to bring about the fulfillment of the Talmud. Concerning that time in the future when a Jewish tyrant will rule over the entire world it says, “Thus Israel should hope for the redemption, because it will be a day of light to them: but why should the Gentiles, seeing that for them it will be a day of darkness [i.e. despair and hopelessness]?” (Sanhedrin 98b footnote 40)
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